EXPERIENCE

TIME RELOCATION | Consultant CTO
2014 - CURRENT | REMOTE
Technical Lead & Consultant CTO for startup
platform serving the corporate relocation market.
Advisor for strategic decisions related to the
technological segment of the business. Recently
aquired by Crown Mobility for considerable sum.

DAVID THORPE

ROOFING COMPANY (NDA) | Fullstack Dev
MARCH 2017 - CURRENT | REMOTE

PHP DEVELOPER

Helping transform an existing platform into a
mobile-ready design built around Laravel and a
heavy lean on Vue components for dynamic
functionality. This platform runs the company’s
entire business operations. It’s big!

DAVZIE.COM
DAVZIE@DAVZIE.COM
07804670008

NDA CLIENT | Consultant CTO

72 GOBIONS,
ESSEX, SS165AX

2014 - PRESENT | REMOTE
Technical Lead & Consultant CTO for startup with
household celebrity name backing. Focus on REST
API designed to scale well to millions of users.
Devops lead investigating hosting solutions that
solve both technical and business requirements.

CYBER DUCK | Contract Laravel Developer
TECHNOLOGIES

DECEMBER 2016 - MARCH 2017 | PART REMOTE

Languages
Laravel - PHP
VueJS - Javascript

Contract Web Application Developer for a digital
publishing platform. Hardware integration via
bespoke APIs and PDF processing workers.

Databases
Postgres
MySQL / MariaDB

LAUNDRAPP | Contract Laravel Developer
MARCH 2016 - JUNE 2016 | REMOTE

Other
ElasticSearch
NGINX
SASS

WHAT I CAN DO

- Focus on business needs instead of
resume driven development.

Tasked with refactoring old code. Helped build
processes around the existing web team for
smoother workflows and reduced deployment risk.

INVOLVED IN

- Laravel Ceritification Programme
(Support Material Producer)

- Get stuck in and get my hands dirty
(with code, I’m not a good gardener).

- Laravel London Meetup
(Guest Speaker)

- Client-facing friendly and able to
communicate effectively with
external parties and internal
stakeholders.

- VueJS Meetup
(Guest Speaker)
- Coding Solo Podcast
(codingsolo.works)

- Happily bring ideas and honesty to
the table to aid technical direction
within a business.
- Help mentor and manage small
teams of developers and project
management.

- Estimatr App
(estimatrapp.com)

INTERESTS

Audio / video production, minimalism, meditation,
wing chun kung fu, skateboarding. Oh, and tea.

